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Numbers, Numbers, Numbers! Why is there a BE in Numbers? To answer your important
questions: What will my future be? How smart will my kids be? Where will my new job be? What
will my best address be? Who will my husband be? Who will my girlfriend be? What will my
finances be? How fair will my boss be? ......and the list can go on and on and on! If you feel like
you’ve been living behind the eight ball your entire life-think no more! Stop counting sheep at
night and get back to square one. The numbers never lie! Just ask Sylvia-she’s the definitive
answer to numbers! This five-star republished work by internationally famed numerologist, Sylvia
E. Di Pietro, is the best comprehensive easy read text on the study of numbers. It answers why
you keep attracting the same type of guy, the same numbers, and reveals the true inner you and
all your talents. Considered the finest numerology text ever written, it explains the principals
behind the study of numbers as easy as adding two plus two. This fascinating clear and simple
guide into the meaning of numbers is an absolute “golden” buy that you will want to keep for your
collection. It explains why your boyfriend is not the guy for you, why you cannot live without
music, why, hidden behind your “loser” mentality, is really a billion dollar brain worth investing in,
and more! Finally, watch your life add up to love, success and happiness. Sylvia explains what
you need to know about your own life and why you may be at sixes and sevens with others. It
teaches the meaning of numbers and how to use them to discover the life path number that you
must follow for success, how to gain insight into the qualities of your lover, how to pick your lucky
numbers, what month to apply for the job, what colors to wear to the interview, when to travel,
how to unravel the mystery of others and discover how to spot those golden opportunities that
life offers every day.
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SoCalGal, “Great for beginners. It's a good reference and introductory book.”

Charlie, “Don’t leave this life not knowing the truth, Live life by the numbers!. This book is a great
literary work that will open your eyes about everything you experience in life. The question is
“everything you do just fate?” ... dismantled as you can you take the power to change your life
and use your unknown advantages. Take head of the reins of destiny and conquer your fears as
you live life by the numbers. The author eloquently explains numerology in a way that is
accessible to the average reader. I wouldn’t be here today if not for this book. Had I not lived by
the numbers and rather lived by sheer luck I would of missed out on so many opportunities I
never even knew were within my grasp. Discover what makes you unique and how to utilize
those assets with this book. Who cares if it’s used it should be engrained on a tablet of stone if
the rest of mankind knew what’s good for them. If you want to understand your life and yourself
better...! buy this book! or keep living the mundane existence you perpetuate by not being
informed about your true self”

Joseph K. Ivory II, “Live Your Life By The Numbers - Sylvia Di Pietro. One of the finest
Numerology texts ever written. It included all of the pertinent categories one needs to
understand and apply Numerology to their lives and the lives of others.As a Numerologist I have
to admit that what Sylvia has produced has never been equaled by any other Numerologist.Only
available as a used book, but an absolute "golden" buy. You won't regret it.”

The book by Sylvia E. Di Pietro has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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